The film negative shows sharply how the IUE-CIO fake photo was pieced together. How many pieces can you find?

The faked photographs coming after the misappropriation of union funds and the phony "election" meeting expose the growing desperation and weakness of the Carey-Jandrea clique. In their panic, Carey and Jandrea are turning more and more to the "Big Lie" technique of McCarthy.

The clique resorted to different trick photography to cover up its hopeless position in Turbine. It had to create the illusion of strength because the IUE-CIO is weak and growing weaker. That is one reason — the main reason — for the faked photo.

THE COVER UP

The Carey-Jandrea group also had to cover up their contempt for the wishes of the Turbine workers. Since 1931 Turbine workers had voted to take politics out of grievances and to set up a rank and file action committee.

But when a committee of five headed by Alex Kotski presented the Turbine workers' demand to a meeting called by Jandrea, the ex-UWBE agent agreed not to let the meeting even consider the proposal.

WHAT NEXT?

The fake photo was supposed to hide those developments. But GE workers were too sharp to fall for it. Faked pictures... misappropriation of funds... stock thefts... what next?

All-out red-baiting is next!

That's what McCarthy did when he was caught taking payoffs from corporations. That's what he did when he was caught passing around a defiled photograph.

What McCarthy does is what the McCarthyistic leadership of IUE-CIO does.

WARING!

The frauds and fakes have begun. As the Carey-Jandrea clique becomes more desperate, so will the forgeries. UE has information that the IUE-CIO "leaders" are busy removing the names of Jandrea and Mastroianni from red-baiting leaflets of 1990 and 1991. Other names being substituted, and these leaflets will be distributed here by Jandrea and Mastroianni.

This McCarthy style strategy is a sign of desperation and weakness. Carey and Jandrea know UE IUE-CIO workers rejected red-baiting in the NLRB election of 1932 and 1933. They realize that getting anything on McCarthyism when the whole country is rejecting McCarthyistic tactics is sheer desperation. But there are desperate men.

THEIR GAMBLE

Their gamble will fail. GE Schenectady workers who stood up to red-baiting before are not going to rue in now when the American people have the red-baiters on the run.

The gamble, in fact, has already failed. Carey and Jandrea counted heavily on McCarthyistic blite tactics. The blite stopped.

UNITED IN UE

A perfect example of what this defeat means is the case of the misappropriated funds. The $118,000 was taken from the members' account starting in April. It took more than two months of court actions, subpoenas, investigations by UE to bring this out on the record.

But GE workers have compared contracts, conditions, constitutions and the records of the two unions. The result is clear! It's a decision to stay united as UE!
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FROM SARATOGA TO SCHENECTADY

UE 301 MOBILIZES ENTIRE AREA BEHIND GROWING FIGHT FOR JOBS

Thousands of men and women in neighboring communities are becoming involved through UE Local 301 area meetings in the campaign to keep GE jobs in Schenectady. Many GE workers who live long distances from the Schenectady plant are now for the first time taking a real part in the activities of their union.

UE committees, representing 36 different towns, were set up at area meetings held in the last 30 days.

Delegations organized at these meetings are meeting with mayors, supervisors and town boards on the employment situation. UE groups met with Mayor R. D. Ball on Monday.

A UE job committee set up at Saratoga Springs and the Haldane Sp. village board.

The UE job committee met with the Saratoga Springs and the Haldane Sp. village board.

SCHENECTADY — Anthony Leonetti, 35, 45; Andrew Synco, 27; William Deter, 52, brightest. Leonetti and Deter are UE job committee members.

GLOVERSVILLE — J. B. Hammervin, 49; John M. Newey, 53; Peter Bregan, 21; Anthony De Santa, 27; Paul H. Nardis, 27, Bob Laming, 27; Don Miele, 27; Michael Nardis, 27; Joseph Cipriano, 27; Ralph L. Briner, 21; Charles B. Crutcher, 21; B. Arnold Power, 21; Campbell Ave.

AMSTERDAM — Anthony Leonetti, 35; 45; Andrew Synco, 27; William Deter, 52; Anthony De Santa, 27; Paul H. Nardis, 27; Bob Laming, 27; Don Miele, 27; Michael Nardis, 27; Joseph Cipriano, 27; Ralph L. Briner, 21; Charles B. Crutcher, 21; B. Arnold Power, 21; Campbell Ave.

HARRISBURG — Anthony De Santa, 27; Paul H. Nardis, 27; Bob Laming, 27; Don Miele, 27; Michael Nardis, 27; Joseph Cipriano, 27; Ralph L. Briner, 21; Charles B. Crutcher, 21; B. Arnold Power, 21; Campbell Ave.

MACHINICVILLE — John Lee, 35; Harold Kudrow, 40; John Wexber, 35; 40; Charles Finkbeiner, 27; Michael Nardis, 27; Joseph Cipriano, 27; Ralph L. Briner, 21; Robert Spalding, 21; John M. Newey, 53; Peter Bregan, 21; Anthony De Santa, 27; Paul H. Nardis, 27; Bob Laming, 27; Don Miele, 27; Michael Nardis, 27; Joseph Cipriano, 27; Ralph L. Briner, 21; Charles B. Crutcher, 21; B. Arnold Power, 21; Campbell Ave.
UES, POLITICAL OPENS DOOR TO SPEEDUP IN TURBINE

Taking full advantage of the UE/GOY's refusal to stop playing politics with Turbine workers, the company is now pushing hard for more production through speeding.

Reports of speedup are coming from all of the Turbine units. Complaints are being made in all departments, but particularly in the shop. "The company is trying to force us to work faster," said a worker at the local office. "They are threatening to lay us off if we don't speed up." The company has said that they are trying to improve productivity, but there is no evidence that this is the case. The situation is tense and workers are concerned about their jobs.

PIECE PRICE FIGHT GETTING RESULTS

Tight piece work prices are being effectively used as a lure to attract workers to the company. The company has told workers that they will be forced to work faster if they do not cooperate. Workers are being paid less for their work, and the company is using this as a way to forced them to work harder.

UE Wins Back Pay For Laid Off Men

Stansly J. Plunket, president of the UE, said that the company has agreed to give back-pay to the workers who were laid off. The workers had been laid off without any prior notice, and the company has now agreed to give them back-pay for the time they were out of work. The UE has been fighting for fair treatment of workers, and this is a big victory for them.

UE 301 FIGHTS GE's McCARTHYITE FIRINGS AS THREAT TO ALL JOBS

The UE Local 301's grievance demanding that GE restore to their jobs seven GE workers suspended illegally during the UE Local 301's Policy Committee's visit last December—opposing the UE Local 301's firing of workers.

The grievance filed by the Union, as a result of the company's refusal to negotiate with the UE Local 301's Policy Committee, involves the job of 700 workers at the General Electric Turbine Division. The Union filed a grievance in January, but the company refused to negotiate, leading to the suspension of the workers.

UE Local 301's President, Bill Gibson, said that the company's action was a clear violation of the National Labor Relations Act. He said that the company should be held accountable for its actions.

"The company's actions are a clear violation of the law," Gibson said. "We are prepared to take whatever steps necessary to ensure that our members' rights are protected."
IT'S AN OLD STORY—
When Workers Unite for Better Life—

From the very first day that American workers joined together to improve their wages, shorten their hours, better their working conditions—the bosses labeled unions as "indiscrete conspiracies."

One famous early labor case was the trial and conviction in 1896 of a group of seamstresses in Philadelphia. Their crime—a "conspiring to raise wages."

In 1911, John Dingley, then President of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) had this to say about the AFL:

"The American Federation of Labor is engaged in an open warfare against Jesus Christ and His Cause." (Quoted in the U. S. Senate Committee on Education and Labor Report, Part III, Page 19, Aug. 14, 1919.)

The action of the AFL which was "against Jesus Christ" was a campaign for the 8-hour day which was time and again condemned by the corporatists as "socialistic, communistic, anti-American."

When Westinghouse workers struck for the 8-hour day in 1914, the corporation broke the strike through the use of troops, professional strikebreakers and a vicious propaganda campaign.

GE was far behind Westinghouse in its attacks on all labor organization. An article in the Schenectady Gazette, Dec. 12, 1919, accused the unions of attempting to "dominate this nation...paralyze our industries, bringing suffering, ruin and even death upon the innocent, threaten the government, terrify powerful communities, in short, to bring about a kind of revolution which would destroy...our national life..."

In the thirties, the American working people took the offensive. They organized the great new unions--the United Electrical Workers--and captured the open shop in thousands of plants and built great union. Then it was the CIO's turn to be rebuffed by the bosses and their agents. Members of the CIO were discharged like the old AWU strikers on this page which proclaimed "Union CIO, And Help Build a Soviet America."

Today, GE and other corporations have the same ability to attack union by getting rid of active members—McCarthy. GE has had the advantage of the CIO supporters in Schenectady, Lynn, Syracuse and Erie.

The CIO, in the 28-year tradition of American labor, is fighting this blacklist, not only as it affects UE members, but also on behalf of suspended AFL and CIO members.

THE BATTLE WAS WON. It was the CIO that was accused of having a "Fifine line to Moscow."

What labor today thinks of the GE firing policy?

GE Is 'McCarthyized.'

Thursday, May 30, 1954

LABOR'S DAILY
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The GE Presses For Gains As GE Leans On Profits

General Electric's attitude thanks to IUE-CIO raiding is in national negotiations. "NOT" GE maintains—

"That skilled workers don't need and are not entitled to more money;"

"That women's rates are adequate and fair;"

"That pensioners can get along on their present income;"

"That sick and injured workers are getting the benefit they need or deserve;"

"That wage differentials between the company's main plants and its representa plants are "normal;"

"That sick leave has caused a wage increase."

But despite the company's attitude the IUE-CIO disrupion. GE continued to fight for the rights of its workers.

The company, which is enjoying the most profitable year in its 72-year history, is determined to correct the situation. It has been busy since last December to increase wages and benefits. GE's new workers will not forget how it took the place in labor's heart from the checks of pensions, a future income group.

RACE LEADERS. Three UE leaders in the Comp.

GE Presses For Gains As GE Leans On Profits

In a legal brief submitted to the NLRA, the General Electric Co. admitted that the UE contract and all its local understandings would automatically be ended if the IUE-CIO raid was successful.

The company's brief signed by Robert J. Myron on pages 2 and 3 (GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605) that the employees going over to the IUE should not be entitled to the three and five years' seniority they would get under the new contract. This decision is a complete contradiction of the company's own brief (Page 13, Exhibit 151).

"The company has a master contract with the UE and with the IUE-CIO; the employees are aware of this and are generally familiar with the provisions of those contracts. Consequently, in the event that they should choose to be represented by the IUE-CIO, they would not be entitled to any benefits granted to the employees involved. They would not receive any of the benefits they have under the current IUE-CIO agreement, or under the current contract with the UE, including the guaranteed wage." (Pages 2 and 3 of GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605.)

"The company's brief signed by Robert J. Myron on pages 2 and 3 (GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605) that the employees going over to the IUE should not be entitled to the three and five years' seniority they would get under the new contract. This decision is a complete contradiction of the company's own brief (Page 13, Exhibit 151).

"The company has a master contract with the UE and with the IUE-CIO; the employees are aware of this and are generally familiar with the provisions of those contracts. Consequently, in the event that they should choose to be represented by the IUE-CIO, they would not be entitled to any benefits granted to the employees involved. They would not receive any of the benefits they have under the current IUE-CIO agreement, or under the current contract with the UE, including the guaranteed wage." (Pages 2 and 3 of GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605.)

"The company has a master contract with the UE and with the IUE-CIO; the employees are aware of this and are generally familiar with the provisions of those contracts. Consequently, in the event that they should choose to be represented by the IUE-CIO, they would not be entitled to any benefits granted to the employees involved. They would not receive any of the benefits they have under the current IUE-CIO agreement, or under the current contract with the UE, including the guaranteed wage." (Pages 2 and 3 of GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605.)

"The company has a master contract with the UE and with the IUE-CIO; the employees are aware of this and are generally familiar with the provisions of those contracts. Consequently, in the event that they should choose to be represented by the IUE-CIO, they would not be entitled to any benefits granted to the employees involved. They would not receive any of the benefits they have under the current IUE-CIO agreement, or under the current contract with the UE, including the guaranteed wage." (Pages 2 and 3 of GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605.)

"The company has a master contract with the UE and with the IUE-CIO; the employees are aware of this and are generally familiar with the provisions of those contracts. Consequently, in the event that they should choose to be represented by the IUE-CIO, they would not be entitled to any benefits granted to the employees involved. They would not receive any of the benefits they have under the current IUE-CIO agreement, or under the current contract with the UE, including the guaranteed wage." (Pages 2 and 3 of GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605.)

"The company has a master contract with the UE and with the IUE-CIO; the employees are aware of this and are generally familiar with the provisions of those contracts. Consequently, in the event that they should choose to be represented by the IUE-CIO, they would not be entitled to any benefits granted to the employees involved. They would not receive any of the benefits they have under the current IUE-CIO agreement, or under the current contract with the UE, including the guaranteed wage." (Pages 2 and 3 of GEO-NLRA Case 2-RC-605.)
**BIG 301 DELEGATION PRESENT —**

**UE Nat'l Conference Maps Women's 2nd Round Fight**

A UE Local 301 delegation met in New York City May 16 and 17 with delegates from all over the country in UE's big annual national conference on the problems of working women.

The women's delegation from UE Schenectady worked with delegations from electrical plants all over the country on problems of shopfloor and the tendency to keep women from front-line jobs. The delegation hit the "tie-in" that women don't need their jobs. Government agencies, according to the shopfloor, are hiring more women to work in offices to support themselves and their families.

The delegation also heard about the increased pressure on women to be "equal in pay" as shopfloor women. They were told of the General Electric of hiring women below the skill level of their own jobs.

The delegation told of the "equal-pay-for-equal-work" movement, which is gaining strength both in the labor force and outside it. The movement is gaining strength both in the labor force and outside it.

**New GE Plot**

(Continued from Page 15)

The plot to attack women workers first began to rear its ugly head.

However, a senator says that the company was "in cahoots" in the move, and that "some of the facts are staggering." The Senator also says that "some of the facts are staggering." The Senator also says that "some of the facts are staggering."

**A Message From Essington**

**Schenectady Westinghouse Turbine Workers To Schenectady GE Turbine Workers**

**United In UE!**

**ELECTRICAL UNION NEWS**
Threatened when top leaders of our local, UE 107, headed by business agent Shaylor, made a deal to switch us to the IUE-CIO, the Westinghouse management felt this was an opportune moment to move in on our conditions, destroy our incentive earnings and our seniority rights. We were faced with the prospect of 2,600 jobs moving out of our plant. The IUE-CIO raiders, led by James B. Carey, tried to sabotage our campaign to save our jobs.

Carey's sabotage failed. Easington workers defeated the IUE-CIO raiders by an overwhelming vote of 5,046 for UE to only 1,046 for the IUE. Now we can report success in protecting our jobs, and the wages and conditions we have won in our 15 years under the UE banner. Our local union, UE 107, with the help and cooperation of the International Union and of the UE Washington Office, saved the 2,600 jobs from our plant.

Now you in Schenectady are faced with the same kind of IUE-CIO raid. You are faced with Carey's sabotage against company job moves and attacks on your wages and conditions.

We are confident that you will do what we have done — reject the Carey IUE-CIO raiders; protect your UE contract, wages, seniority, conditions, the best in the industry.

We are looking forward to the time when once again we can move forward together — united Turbine workers — to improve our jobs, our wages, and our conditions under the banner of UE.

In the meantime, we want you to know that Easington Turbine workers are ready to give you any help you need in winning complete victory over the Carey raiders and the General Electric Company.

Fraternally yours,

[Signatures]

Essington Westinghouse workers pictured as they celebrated their overwhelming victory over the UE-CIO raiders. This victory paved the way for even greater triumph — success in keeping the company from moving 2,600 jobs to a non-union sweatshop in Kansas City.

Collective bargaining representative for the employees of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and related activities at its South Philadelphia Works.
GE MAKES WAGE OFFER TO UE

General Electric this morning made before the UE Negotiating Committee in New York with a wage offer amounting to an average of 55 cents an hour.

The company offered a wage increase in the form of the IBM-CIO policy of going without pay increases and in some cases taking wage cuts.

The company offered:

- A general wage increase effective June 1st raising the present 125 cent paid to 150 cents. This will average a little better than 55 cents an hour, no employee to receive less than 55 cents an hour.

- Seven paid holidays, regardless of whether the holidays fell on Saturday. (GE last year paid a commitment to UE to make this offer in the current re-negotiation).

- Guaranteed full vacation benefits effective Jan. 1, 1955 regardless of whether a qualified employee is laid off, sick, absent or separated from the payroll.

- Vacation pay will be based on an employee’s higher rate of pay at the time of vacations.

- Minor improvements on holiday pay for continuous operations.

- Minor improvements on overtime provisions after 16 consecutive hours in a single day.

- Minor improvement on upgrading for job openings and promotions.

The offer if accepted by June 7th would extend the UE national contract with GE until September 1955. The current UE Agreement runs to April 1955.

The offer is inadequate in the face of what the workers need and deserve. The company is making the biggest profits in its entire history, 52 percent over last year. The company can afford more.

The company’s proposal is far short of meeting the special needs of thousands of UE workers. It makes:

- No provision for straightening out the inequities with regard to crafts and day workers.

- Nothing to end discrimination against women workers.

- Nothing to end the geographical differentials which make it possible for the company to set up low-wage runaway shops.

- Nothing on bodily needed pension improvements.

- Nothing to improve insurance benefits.

Negotiations are continuing today. UE, despite IBM-CIO disruption and negotiated CIO pay cuts in Amsterdam and in Auto, will press for improvements. — — —

5/24/55
A DOSE of HIS OWN MEDICINE...
CAREY GETS A DOSE OF HIS OWN MEDICINE

GE quotes testimony from House un-American Committee naming Carey as a member of the Communist party.

House un-American Committee cites Carey as a "red."

GE calls Carey Stalin agent.

Congressman Barden says Carey is at least a pink.

Mr. Barden, I am... not too sure about... Mr. Carey. I am... not too sure about... Mr. Carey. I have been accused of being a little pink. Mr. Carey. I have been accused of being a little pink.